
Get in pole position  
with the F1 range
Spotted Fin’s extensive collection of GO2 F1 products covers 
everything you need from groundbaits to liquid attractors

ADVERTORIAL | www.spottedfin.com 
GO2 F1 GROUNDBAIT 
RRP: £4.99-£13.99

The GO2 F1 groundbait comes in Light and Dark versions. Using Spotted 
Fin’s F1 attract formula, they are packed with ingredients and stimulants 
that have been specifically designed to hold F1s in your swim. 

It has an unmistakable sweet, peaches and cream smell – which 
F1s love – and it can be fished either on it’s own or mixed with other 
groundbaits from the GO2 collection.

While the Light is an versatile all-round bait, the more subtle Dark mix 
is perfect for pressured venues where the fish may have become more 
cautious of feeding over brighter piles of bait. It’s also great in winter 
when water clarity is at a maximum and fish will become increasingly 
wary of lighter piles of bait.

Available in 900g and 3kg versions, the groundbaits are sold in 
resealable pouches so that you can keep them fresh between sessions.

GO2 F1 METHOD 
READY PELLETS  
RRP: £9.99

Following the huge success 
of Method Ready pellets, the 
GO2 F1 flavour has been added 
to the range this year.

These brilliant pellets do away with 
the need to prepare your micro pellets for use on a 
Method or Hybrid feeder, because they are ready to 
use straight from the tub. 

Once cast out, they fall apart easily and hold 
their shape while breaking down slowly in the 
swim.

As well as for use on Method feeders, they are 
also excellent for feeding via a pole pot or fishing 
with PVA bags for species such as carp, tench and 
bream.

Supplied in a 2kg bucket and when stored 
properly they will remain fresh for up to six 
months, meaning one tub will last you multiple 
sessions. 

GO2 F1 PELLETS 
RRP: £5.99

These high quality feed pellets 
will cover you for everything 
from soaking and moulding 
around a Method or Hybrid 
feeder to tapping in from a pole- 
mounted sprinkle pot or simply 
catapulting over the top of your 
hookbait.

Available in 2mm and 4mm 
sizes in 900g bags.

GO2 F1 SOFT HOOKERS  
RRP: £2.99

Based on the successful Spotted Fin Match 
Expanders, these soft hookable pellets are 
glugged in attractive liquids to produce an 
irresistible hookbait.

While soft enough to be hooked directly 
on to the hook, they are robust enough to 
ensure they don’t split or fly off on the cast. 
They also have ideal buoyancy and sink 
slowly giving fish at all depths 
the chance to take the 
hookbait. Suitable 
for pole, feeder and 
waggler tactics, 
they are supplied 
in pots with ‘stay 
fresh’ sealed lids 
giving them a shelf 
life of 12 months.

GO2 F1 LIQUID FOOD  
RRP: £6.99

Liquids are an excellent edge to quickly add attraction to baits 
such as pellets, groundbaits and expanders and give yourself an 

advantage over those around you.
This super sweet liquid, which smells of peaches and cream, 

has the added advantage of not being oil based, meaning that it 
can be used effectively all year round. Supplied in a 250ml bottle. 

BEST 
SELLER!

GO2 F1 HI-VIZ FLUORO WAFTERS  
RRP: £3.50 

Bright hookbaits give feeding fish an easy target to home in 
on when fishing tactics such as Method/Hybrid feeders or 
bombs. There’s certainly no chance of a fish missing these 
bright orange hookbaits.

Each bait has just enough buoyancy to negate the weight 

of the hook so that it will waft around enticingly and then fly 
into the mouth of a feeding fish with minimal effort.

They can be threaded directly on to a hair rig or attached 
via a bait band or bayonet.

Available in 8mm and 10mm sizes.
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GO2 F1 METHOD  
READY BAIT SOAK  
RRP: £4.99

Made with the same technology as 
used in the Method Ready Pellets, 
these handy pellet soaks enable 
you to turn standard fishery-only 
pellets into a Method-ready bait.

Simply pour over your 
pellets (there’s no need to 
mix with water or any other 
liquids) and leave to soak 
before fishing. 

The liquid has a mild 
preservative which means 
that any pellets not used 
during the session will last 
for a few weeks if stored in 
a fridge.

AS THE name suggests, 
Spotted Fin’s F1 range has 
been developed specifically 

for commercial fishery anglers 
who target F1s. With an extensive 
list of products available including 
loosefeeds, hookbaits and liquids, 
it really does cover any situation 
you’re likely to face at any time of 
the year.
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1. Slowly add 
water to the dry 
groundbait mix

2. Leave to soak 
and then riddle to 
remove any large 
lumps

3. Add more water 
as required to 
achieve the desired 
consistency

How to mix

NEW 
FOR 
2021

New additions 
to the Method 
Ready range


